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Mac version of Encarta isn't exactly the same as before,. · Mac,. If there's a
torrent on a torrent website, then it's for. You don't need an encarta just

because you've logged. for the latest versions of torrent sites on the
internet,.(Reuters) - Two of the biggest casualties of the massive

earthquake that struck central Mexico over the weekend were social
media and search engines. Hundreds of Internet service providers were
down or severely throttled, making it impossible to reach Google Inc’s

search engine or social media sites including Facebook Inc and Twitter Inc,
according to the Citizen Lab, a Toronto-based academic think tank known
for its cyber security work. The quakes, which left more than 200 people

dead or missing and destroyed an extensive area of central Mexico,
crippled communications systems, including two mobile networks. With

cellphone towers down, messaging services like WhatsApp and Facebook
Messenger are a safer bet than text messages, which are less likely to be
transmitted in times of stress and demand heavy bandwidth. Social media

were down only briefly, with sites like Facebook quickly returning to
normal. But it was several hours before Twitter began working and Google

search pages returned their normal, full capacity. The outage is not
Google’s first. A data center in Japan, for example, experienced several

outages in 2008, resulting in slow-loading search pages for a brief period.
But this time, the Internet failed in a much bigger and more essential way,
and for an extended period. People needed to search and find information

about the earthquake, which struck a densely populated area just
northwest of Mexico City, and for news from far away. It remained unclear
how this cyber attack on Mexico was carried out, but the Citizen Lab, in a

study released in advance of a report set to be published next week,
pointed to flaws in Google’s reporting system for common cyber attacks

on websites. Google does not disclose the origin of attacks that
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compromise its computer systems, which are attacked by people or state-
sponsored groups using the same methods over and over again. The two

agencies that collaborate with Google on cybersecurity, the US-based
Center for Internet and Society, which is affiliated with the University of

California, Berkeley, and Britain’s National Technical Assistance
Laboratories
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